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ABSTRACT

An impedance source buck-boost converter (BBC) prototype for renewable energy
(RE) application in the transportation industry is proposed. Its functions include
stabilizing the variable output voltage of the RE sources such as fuel cells and
photovoltaic cells. The converter utilized a topology of DC-DC quasi-impedance
source converters (q-ZSCs) to achieve the gain curve of the BBC. With BBC gain
curve, the converter earned advantages over the two other classes of non-isolated DC-
DC q-ZSCs. These advantages include efficient buck-boost capability at the efficient
duty ratio range of 0.35− 0.65 and continuous and non-zero gain at the efficient duty
ratio range. The converter’s q-ZSC topology implies using two capacitors and two
inductors. These two capacitors and inductors formed two separate LC filters that
provides second order filtering compared to the first order filtering in BBC. Its other
advantages over the traditional BBC include elimination of dead and overlap-time,
simple contol and permitting higher switching frequency operation. The converter is
capable of utilizing high switching frequency and asymmetric components to achieve
BBC gain by using smaller components to reduce cost, weight and size. Its simu-
lation response and that of a corresponding BBC for some given specifications were
compared, presented and analyzed. An experimental scaled-down prototype was also
developed to confirm its operation. Analysis of the converters responses confirmed the
prototype’s second order filtering as against the first order filtering in traditional BBC.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transportation industry recorded the only sector increase (0.8%) of carbon IV oxide CO2 emission

in 2017 and has been producing the highest since late 1990s [1]. Petroleum and other liquids accounted for
the highest energy-related (CO2) emission by fuel in the U.S. since 1990 and are projected to remain the
world’s highest source for energy consumption up to the year 2040 [1, 2]. CO2 emission causes air pollution
and 90% of humans breathing polluted air. Polluted air contributes about 43% of lung cancer diseases and
deaths [3]. Automobile and aviation industries are integrating renewable energy (RE) sources such as fuel
cells and photovoltaic cells in conjunction with batteries and super-capacitors as energy storage systems (ESS)
to reduce pollutant emissions [4, 5]. RE sources accounted for 28% of global electricity generation in 2018,
of which 96% was produced from the top three RE sources (solar, hydropower and wind) [6, 7]. RE systems
require DC-DC converters to regulate their variable output voltage to a given set point because sources like fuel
cells and photovoltaic cells have unregulated outputs [8-10].
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DC-DC impedance source converters (ISCs or ZSCs) are a class of ISCs [11-15]. ISCs couple
converter’s main circuit to its power source, thus providing features not obtained in the traditional voltage-
source and current-source converters in addition to their advantages [16]. They are immune from shoot-
through (ST) effects in voltage-fed ISCs by allowing shorting of output terminals. They are also immune from
open circuit (OC) effects in current-fed ISCs by allowing terminal current interruption [17]. ST occurs when
complementary switches of a common leg of an H-bridge are both ON while open circuit occurs when they are
both OFF. During ST, inductors are used to store energy to be released during non-ST state [18].
ZSCs are controlled by PWM with or without ST. Q-ZSCs [19] were proposed in four variations to solve
constraints in Voltage-Fed ZSCs (VF-ZSC) and Current-Fed ZSCs (CF-ZSCs). These Problems include the
requirement for inductors to sustain high currents in (CF-ZSCs), sustenance of high capacitor voltage during
boost mode in (VF-ZSCs) and discontinuous input current [19].

Reference [14] extended ZSC and q-ZSC concepts to DC-DC application. Transformer-based
impedance ISCs were proposed to increase gain and isolation at the expense of increased size, cost and weight
[20-22]. Reference [11, 12] proposed DC-DC q-ZSCs with BBC gain. These converters utilized the topologies
of DC-DC q-ZSCs to achieve the voltage gain of traditional BBC. The converters usage of q-ZSC topology
implies using two capacitors and two inductors connected in such a way that each capacitor-inductor pair
(C1L1) and (C2L2) form an LC filter. The two separate LC filters provided second order filtering in these
converters as against the first order filtering in traditional BBC. Traditional BBC topology is shown
in Figure 1.

Other advantages of these DC-DC q-ZSCs over the traditional BBC include higher frequency
operability and elimination of dead-time and overlap-time, but their two capacitors and two inductors increased
components count when compared with the traditional BBC. However, the use of asymmetric capacitors and
inductors in q-ZSCs could enhance performance and reduce weight, cost and size [23, 24]. Also, the two
inductors could be coupled together to decrease weight and size, provide isolation or/and increase voltage gain
[20,22,25-36]. BBC has advantages over the Z-source and quasi-Z-source converters proposed in [14] because

(a) It has a continuous and non-zero ideal gain at duty ratio (D) of 0.5 while the the Z-source and quasi-Z-
source converters proposed in [14] have either a discontinuous or zero ideal gain at D = 0.5.

(b) It has buck-boost capability at the efficient duty ratio range. This is against the boost only or buck only
capability of the other two classes [37].

(c) When compared with the ZSCs and qZSCs with single gain [14], it has higher gain magnitude at boost
mode [11].

Although the q-ZSCs with discontinuous gain have higher gain magnitude during boost mode than the
BBC, their discontinuous gain, buck mode limitation, lack of buck-boost capability at efficient duty ratio range
(0.35 to 0.65) and abrupt change in polarity are disadvantages [16,37-39].

This paper proposes a BBC based on the asymmetric DC-DC q-ZSC. The proposed converter is shown
in Figure 2. A potential application of the converter is in the renewable energy based transportation. Its capable
applications include regulating the variable output voltages from fuel cells or other RE sources to a given
reference, charging and discharging of ESSs etc. [40,9].

Figure 1. Traditional Buck-Boost Converter
Topology

Figure 2. Proposed Converter
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The proposed converter’s response and that of a corresponding BBC were compared by simulation for
buck and boost modes at two different switching frequencies. Its performance was experimentally verified using
a mini prototype at 50 kHz switching frequency. Results obtained from both the simulation and experimental
verifications confirmed that its response and that of a corresponding BBC are similar.

This paper also confirmed that the additional capacitor and inductor in the converter provides addi-
tional filtering. Thus, the converter provides second order filtering as against the first order filtering provided
by the traditional BBC. Second order filtering permits the use of smaller reactive components than in first order
filtering, thus saving more weight and cost.

2. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
The converter’s operation was analyzed using ideal components to derive the gain equation from (1)

to (7). Mode I: S1 is ON while S2 is OFF as shown in Figure 3 with duty ratio D.

UL1 = UO − UC1 (1)

UL2 = Ug (2)

Mode II: S1 is OFF while S2 is ON as shown in Figure 4 with duty ratio D′ = 1-D.

UL1 = Ug − UC1 (3)

UL2 = UO (4)

Applying volt-second balance on L1 and L2 yields

ŪL1 = DUO + Ug − UC1 −DUg = 0 (5)

ŪL2 = DUg − UO(D − 1) = 0 (6)

Simplifying (6) yields

UO = − D

1−D
× Ug (7)

Equation (7) shows that the output voltage is inverted and can be less than or greater than the input
voltage. This output equation is the same as that of the traditional non-isolated BBC. It implies that it could be
used to achieve the operation of the BBC.

Figure 3. Proposed converter’s operation in
Mode I

Figure 4. Proposed converter’s operation in
Mode II

3. VERIFICATION
First, the responses of the proposed converter were compared with those of corresponding BBC

by simulation. A corresponding BBC was obtained by making its capacitor and inductor identical with the
converter’s output capacitor (C2) and inductor (L2) respectively. A mini-prototype was also developed and its
responses are presented.
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3.1. Simulation
For simulating the response ot the converters, MATLAB SIMULINK was used. Table 1 and Table 2

show the specifications used for the simulations. The specifications also include parasitic resistances R1 and
R2, for the capacitors C1 and C2 and equivalent series resistances r1 and r2 for inductors L1 and L2 respectively.
The BBC has a single capacitor C = C2 and inductor L = L2. Their response for the switching frequencies of
f = 50 kHz and f = 100 kHz were compared. The converters were compared for buck mode at D = 0.3 and
boost mode at D = 0.7 for each of the frequencies.

Table 1. BB-qZSC Specification
Variable Unit Value
Ug V 4
RO Ω 220
C1 µF 0.01
C2 µF 0.9
L1 µH 22
L2 µH 470
R1 mΩ 1
R2 mΩ 20
r1 Ω 0.6
r2 Ω 6

Table 2. BB-qZSC Specification
Variable Unit Value
Ug V 4
RO Ω 220
C1 20 -
C2 µF 0.9
L1 µH -
L2 µH 470
R1 mΩ -
R2 mΩ 20
r1 Ω -
r2 Ω 6

The simulation response of the converters under these frequencies of 50 kHz and 100 kHz and duty
ratios of D = 0.3 and D = 0.7 are presented in Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8.

Figure 5. Buck Mode for f = 50 kHz

Figure 6. Buck Mode for f = 100 kHz
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Figure 7. Boost Mode for f = 50 kHz

Figure 8. Boost Mode for f = 100 kHz

3.2. Experimental verification
The prototype was developed by using the specifications in Table 1. A switching frequency of 50 KHz

was used to switch the transistors of the converter. Similar to conventional BBCs, two complementary pulse
width modulated (PWM) gate signals with dead-time of 3 µs split between the pulses were used as switching
signals. Its responses for buck mode at D = 0.3 and boost mode at D = 0.7 are presented in Figure 9 and
Figure 10. The steady-state output voltage for each mode was measured directly with a voltmeter and their
values were found to be 1.55 V for buck and 6.21 V for boost mode.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained from both the simulation and experimental verification are presented and

discussed in this section.

4.1. Simulation results and discussion
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show comparisons of the simulation results of the proposed converter’s response

and a corresponding BBC’s response for buck mode at D = 0.3. Figure 5 is a comparison of the two converters’
buck mode response at D = 0.3 and f = 50 kHz while Figure 6 is a comparison of their response at D = 0.3
but f = 100 kHz. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show comparisons of the simulation results of the proposed converter’s
response and the corresponding BBC’s response for boost mode at D = 0.7. Figure 7 is a comparison of the
two converters’ boost mode response at D = 0.7 and f = 50 kHz while Figure 8 is a comparison of their
response at D = 0.7 but f = 100 kHz.

The simulation results of Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8 show that the responses of the
proposed converter and a corresponding BBC are similar. This similarity is noticed for both buck mode
and boost mode. However, some ripples (oscillations) are observed in all the four figures. The oscillations
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decreased both in frequency and amplitude when the switching frequency was increased from 50 kHz to 100
kHz. This effect of frequency on the the ripples of the proposed converter’s response is clearly noticed when
Figure 5 and Figure 6 or Figure 7 and Figure 8 are compared together. Comparing Figure 5 and Figure 6
together since they have identical parameters except frequency shows that by doubling the switching frequency,
the cycles of the ripples are halved and their amplitudes reduced.

The decrease in oscillation cycles with increase in frequency shows that at higher frequencies the
ripples observed in the proposed converter’s waveforms diminishes, thus the converter becomes stable.
This oscillations are predicted in [23] because:

(a) Complex conjugate pairs exist in all the small signal output capacitor voltage ŨC2 to input small signal
transfer functions given by (8), (9) and (10) when (11) holds.

GũC2

ũg
= −

s2(L1 + L2) + s(R1 + r1 + r2) + 1
C1

s2C1L1 + sC1(R1 + r1) + 1)(sL2 + r2)sC2

C1

DD′ (8)

GŨC2

ĩO
= −

s3 + s2 L2(D
2RO+R)+L1(ROD2+r2)

L1L2
+ sROC1D

′2R+r2C1(R+D2RO)+L2

L1L2C1
+ ROD

′2+r2
L1L2C1

s2C1L1 + sC1(R1 + r1) + 1)(sL2 + r2)sC2

C1

(9)

GũC2

d̃
=

s3L1L2I + s2(L1r2I + L2RI +DL2V −D′L1V ) + s(Rr2I + L2
C1

I +Dr2 −D′RV ) + r2I−D′V
C1

s2C1L1 + sC1(R1 + r1) + 1)(sL2 + r2)s
C2
C1

(10)

L1 > C1(
R1 + r1

2
)2 (11)

Substituting the values of parameters from Table 1 into (11) shows

22× 10−6 > 0.01× 10−6(
0.001 + 0.6

2
)2 (12)

⇒ 22× 10−6 � 9.03× 10−10 (13)

From (13), the existence of the ripples could be anticipated due to the oscillation that arise because of
the existence of complex conjugate pair. However, the effect of this ripple is reduced with increase in
frequency as seen when the frequency was increased from 50 kHz to 100 kHz. This shows that C1 and
L1 in addition to C2 and L2 have effect on the stability of the proposed converter. This is contrary to
what is obtained in traditional BBC where the stability is controlled by the lone capacitor (labelled C2

in this work) and lone inductor (labelled L2 in this work). This confirms the second order filtering of the
q-ZSCs as against the first order filtering of the traditional BBC [15].

(b) Large values of L1 push the poles of the transfer functions (14), (15) and (16) close to the origin thereby
reducing the system’s stability.

GĨL1

Ũg
=

sC1(1−D)

s2C1L1 + sC1(R1 + r1) + 1
(14)

GĨL1

ĨO
=

sC1DRO

s2C1L1 + sC1(R1 + r1) + 1
(15)

GĨL1

d̃
=

sC1(UO − Ug)

s2C1L1 + sC1(R1 + r1) + 1
(16)
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The roots of the transfer functions in (14), (15) and (16) are given by (17)

−R1 + r1
2L1

±

√
(R1+r1

L1
)2 − 4

C1L1

2
(17)

Substituting the values of R1, r1, C1 and L1 given in Table 1 into (17) give the location of the poles as

s1,2 = −1.3659× 104 ± 2.132× 106i (18)

Equation (18) shows that the poles are negative but have complex conjugate pairs. As seen from (17),
the position of the real part of the poles is affected by the value of L1.

An obvious finding is that, the converter’s additional capacitor C1 and additional inductor L1 provides
additional filtering in the proposed converter. This claim can be verified by testing the validity of the condition
given by (19) that for a switched circuit with a resonant network, switching ripples are minimized if switching
frequency (fs) is much higher than the natural frequency (fo) of the resonator given by (20) [41].

fs � fo (19)

fo =
1

2π
√
LC

(20)

This converter has two resonant (filter) networks as shown in Figure 2. The first filter network is at
the output side and is formed by L2 and C2. The output filter network is synonymous to the filter network that
exists in the traditional buck-boost converter. The second filter network is that formed by L1 and C1 and could
be called the optimizing network.

The validity of (19) was tested by determining the natural frequency of each of the two filter networks
and comparing it with the switching fs. For the optimizing filter network formed by L1 and C1, its resonant
frequency fo1 is given by

fo1 =
1

2π
√
L1C1

(21)

Substituting the values from Table 1 into (21) shows that,

fo1 =
1

2π
√

220× 10−6 × 0.01× 10−6
= 2.132 MHz (22)

For the output filter network, its resonant frequency fo2 is given by

fo2 =
1

2π
√
L2C2

(23)

Substituting the values from Table 1 into (23) shows that,

fo2 =
1

2π
√

470× 10−6 × 0.9× 10−6
= 7.738 kHz (24)

Comparing fo2 of (24) with the fs of 50 kHz and 100 kHz used shows that (19) is valid for both
switching frequencies. Thus switching ripples should be minimized. As expected, the switching ripples of
the buck-boost converter were minimized since this is the only filter network that existed in this converter and
it satisfies the condition. However, some ripples were observed in the q-ZSC. These ripples could be better
explained after analysing the effects of the second (optimizing) filter network.

Comparing fo1 of (22) with the fs of 50 kHz and 100 kHz used shows that (19) is not valid for both
switching frequencies. In fact, the reverse occurred where fs� fo1. This implies that this filter does not
minimize ripples with the current specification. This can be linked with the ripples that existed in the q-ZSC
but not in the buck-boost converter at lower switching frequencies.

The effect of the second (optimizing) filter on the converter’s performance due to its impact on the
ripples in the waveforms confirmed the second order filtering in impedance source converters (ISCs).
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This shows that rather than relying solely on the output capacitor C2 and the output inductor L2 for filter-
ing, the additional capacitors C1 and inductor L1 could be used to augment their functions. The ripples in the
simulation results of the output current and output voltage of the converters are less than 10% of their average
values. The highest ripples are observed during buck modes. Also, the ripples could be further reduced by
using a much higher switching frequency. This is because using a switching frequency (fs) much higher than
the natural frequency (fo) of L1C1 given by (21) minimizes ripples [41]. Since the converter’s performance
improves with increase in switching frequency, this makes them suitable for application in renewable energy
based transportation vehicles. This is because increase in switching frequency permits the usage of smaller
reactive components. Usage of smaller reactive components results in reducing weight and saving cost.

4.2. Experimental results and discussion
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the experimental prototype’s response for buck mode at D = 0.3 and

boost mode at D = 0.7. Each of the output voltages displayed by the oscilloscope has to be multiplied by 50 to
get the actual reading. The multiplication is necessary because the differential voltage probe used (Tektronix
P5200) has a scaling factor and the scaling factor of 1:50 was used. Thus, the approximate output voltages for
the buck and boost mode are 33 mV×50 = 1.65V and 120 mV×50 = 6V .

Figure 9. Waveform of experimental verification for Buck mode

Figure 10. Waveform of experimental verification for Boost mode

4.3. Discussion
In a recent publication [42] the design equations for this converter’s components selection

were presented. These equations will assist designers in reducing the ripples by choosing the appropriate
components for the converter for optimal performance for a given specification. The results in this paper show
that the potential of asymmetric q-ZSCs to reduce size, weight and cost make them suitable for RE transporta-
tion applications because weight, size and cost are very crucial. The reduction in size was proved by using
small capacitors of 0.9 µF and 0.01 µF due to higher frequency and asymmetry. The 0.01 µF capacitor is
1.11 % of the output capacitor thus saving weight and size. Figure 9 and Figure 10 confirmed that by varying
D from 0.3 to 0.7, the input voltage Ug could be varied from 1.65 V to 6.00 V signifying 41.25 % to 150 %
buck-boost capability.

Asymmetric quasi impedance source... (Muhammad Ado)
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5. CONCLUSION
An impedance source buck-boost converter (BBC) for renewable energy application has been pro-

posed. It utilized quasi Z-source converter (q-ZSC) to achieve the gain curve of the BBC and earn advantages
over other classes of q-ZSCs. Its second capacitor and inductor edge it over a corresponding BBC through
second-order filtering, elimination of dead time and permitting higher frequency operation. The capability of
q-ZSCs to achieve DC-DC and DC-ac conversion give it advantage over the traditional BBC.
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